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When Obi-Wan found out about this and went to warn Savage and Maul, the brothers attacked; but without the Force-enhanced vision powers and speed that would have allowed them to kill Kenobi, they were trapped inside a tank, a primitive (but almost perfect) heat-
vision-capable assassin tank that the Jedi had built for the Republic before the Clone War in the spirit of the Jedi-Sith alliance of then. There, Maul stabbed himself with his vibro-knife and Savage, using his double-bladed lightning-bladed lightsaber like the Jek-14,

unleashed electrical discharges (and near-lethal doses of bio-electricity) on the Jedi. But Obi-Wan, in the meantime, hit the generator with his lightwhip, turning the assassin tank's turret against its enemies and disabling the tank. [47] While the Mandalorian brothers
were fighting Kenobi and soon-to-be-Veni-san Jedi Ventress, it was a nurse named Valcucia that saved Kenobi's life by sending Ventress to run for help. Unaware of the secret pact between the two, Maul and Savage were eventually able to escape from the assassin

tank, but they found Valcucia and killed her with a slash to her abdomen. Their partner, Zaw and Iroq were able to follow and stop the brothers, but not before Maul and Savage were responsible for her death. [47] It was a while before Kor was able to gain Oscar
Conejo 's attention, he had arrived with his lightsaber and heir-apparent to the planet of his haunt, Xile; [40] a site notoriously used by the Dark Lords.
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auroch digital release date: unknown journey to the savage planet
v49238 plus 7 trainer-codex journey to the savage planet v49238
plus 7 trainer-codex genre: action adventure, strategy, simulator
platform: steam pegi: 12 price: $12.99 usd released: 18-sep-2013

publisher: auroch digital developer: auroch digital website: players: 1
size: 8.9 gb images: > description: journey to the savage planet
v49238 plus 7 is a pc release of the action-adventure simulator,
journey to the savage planet. create your own adventure as you

delve into the planet's underground. explore vast caves, temples,
and an underground labyrinth, and fight against the savage creatures

inhabiting them! in this version, the game features 7 unique levels,
and a handful of new weapons and abilities. journey to the savage

planet v49238 plus 7 includes the original game, a new level, and a
new weapon. also included in this version are new graphics, audio,
and a new control scheme, along with a patch to fix a bug in the

original game. the original version of the game is included, so if you
played the original, then you can start playing the new version

immediately! you'll start out with a basic weapon and a health bar.
you'll also receive a new equipment item to equip the weapon you
just picked up. the new level includes a new obstacle, and a new

enemy. you'll also receive a new ability that can be used to enter a
new level. the new weapon will let you attack when you're not in

front of an enemy. you'll also receive a new armor item to equip the
new weapon. the new armor will let you take less damage from

enemies. additional notes: there are two ways to play this game.
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